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Abstract. We present an efficient algorithm for haptic rendering of deformable 
bodies with highly detailed surface geometry using a fast contact handling algo-
rithm. We exploit a layered deformable representation to augment the physi-
cally based deformation simulation with efficient collision detection, contact 
handling and interactive haptic force feedback.  
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1   Introduction 

Haptic rendering of forces and torques between interacting objects, also known as 6 
degree-of-freedom (DoF) haptics [11], has been demonstrated to improve task per-
formance in applications such as molecular docking, nano-manipulation, medical 
training, and mechanical assembly in virtual prototyping.  Haptic display of complex 
interaction between two deformable models is considered especially challenging, due 
to the computational complexity involved in computing contact response and  
performing proximity queries.  Such queries include collision detection, separation 
distance, and penetration depth, between two deformable models at force update rates 
[11] and [14]. 

Dynamic contact scenarios arise when objects with rich surface geometry are 
rubbed against each other while they bounce, roll or slide through the scene.  They are 
computationally costly to simulate in real time and particularly difficult to perform 
with 6-DoF haptic manipulation. We present an efficient algorithm for 6-DoF haptic 
rendering of deformable bodies with high-resolution surface geometry using ap-
proximate but stable contact forces to achieve interactive haptic force feedback ren-
dering. We propose a two-level layered model representation for deformable objects 
in the scene to augment a fast physically based deformable model simulator with 
efficient collision detection, contact handling and stable force feedback rendering. 

A fast collision detection module is essential to compute contact force at suffi-
ciently high rates that enable haptic rendering. Our method exploits the layered model 
representation in a fast image-based collision detection algorithm using parallelized 
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operations on graphics hardware, such that the actual cost depends on the size of the 
contact area, not directly on the resolution of the deformable mesh. 

We have developed novel and efficient solutions for contact force computation that 
interacts with haptic force feedback at haptic update rates in a stable manner using 
virtual coupling. We demonstrate our haptic rendering algorithm on various scenarios, 
such as those shown in Fig. 1. 

 

Fig. 1. A user interacting with a soft body using a haptic device 

The rest of the paper is structured as follows.  Section 2 discusses the related work 
on dynamic simulation and haptic rendering of deformable models.  We introduce our 
novel representation and give an overview of our approach in Section 3.  Section 4 
presents our proximity query algorithm and Section 5 describes our penalty-based 
method for rendering collision response.  Finally, we show results in Section 6 and 
conclude with possible future research directions in Section 7. 

2   Related Work 

Physically-based simulation of deformable bodies has been widely studied in com-
puter graphics and haptic rendering during the last two decades [17].  We focus our 
discussion here on work directly related to our approach.   

Continuum mechanics methods are commonly used to simulate deformable objects 
and some of these methods have been used for haptic rendering or other interactive 
applications.  Some of the examples include linear FEM with matrix condensation [1], 
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[5], and [6], corotational linear FEM for stable large deformations [12], the boundary 
element method [9], or quasi nonlinear elasticity with precomputation of response 
functions [4].  For contact handling, penalty methods are easy to implement but rely 
on existence of interpenetration and suffer from loss of passivity, although recent 
local models alleviate the latter problem [10]. Constraint-based methods, which have 
a higher computational cost but handle nonpenetration accurately, have been applied 
in a variety of formulations. Cotin et al. [4] applied equality position constraints at 
contacts, and solved for contact forces using Lagrange multipliers. Duriez et al. [5] 
and [6] eliminated sticking problems by adopting Signorini’s contact model, and 
formulating a linear complementarity problem (LCP). This approach proves to model 
contact effectively for deformable bodies, but it is not directly applicable to rigid 
bodies, because the system may be over-constrained.  

3   Overview 

In this section, we first introduce the representation we use in this work, and then give 
an overview of our haptic rendering pipeline. 

3.1   Representations and Key Concepts 

Our haptic rendering algorithm exploits the following key concepts:  

• A two-level layered model representation for deformable objects, illustrated in 
Figure 2. The low-resolution proxies are used to accelerate collision detection and 
haptic force rendering, whereas a high-resolution tetrahedral mesh is used to 
achieve highly detailed deformations.  See Fig. 2 for an example.  

 

Fig. 2. Our layered representation of a human model. In green on the left are low-resolution 
proxies used for collision detection and haptic interaction; in the middle the deformable tetra-
hedral mesh; on the right, the highly detailed surface mesh with deformable skin.  
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• Using a two-stage collision detection algorithm for layered deformable models, our 
proximity queries are scalable and output-sensitive, i.e. the performance of the que-
ries does not directly depend on the complexity of the surface meshes but rather on 
the area of the contact patch. 

• Using penalty-based collision response, implicit integration of motion equations 
and virtual coupling of contact forces to the haptic tool, we provide fast and re-
sponsive contact handling, alleviating the time-step restrictions of previous impul-
sive methods. 

We simulate the deformable material with a fast rotationally invariant FEM simu-
lator with implicit integration to guarantee stability [12]. Our mathematical formula-
tion of dynamic simulation and contact processing, along with the use of dynamic 
deformation textures, is especially well suited for realization on commodity SIMD or 
parallel architectures, such as graphics processing units (GPU), Cell processors, and 
physics processing units (PPU). 

3.2   Haptic Rendering Pipeline 

We use the haptic rendering pipeline and the multi-rate architecture similar to the one 
presented by Otaduy and Lin [15], along with virtual coupling introduced by Colgate 
et al. [2] and [3].  Fig. 3 shows the overall haptic rendering pipeline of our system. 

 

Fig. 3. The overall haptic rendering pipeline of our system 

4   Accelerated Collision Queries  

We propose a fast image-based algorithm that exploits our representation of soft char-
acters. Our accelerated collision queries are performed in three steps: 

1. Identify potentially colliding contact patches using low-resolution proxies. 
2. Compute localized penetration depth fields. 
3. Collect high-resolution skin surface collisions and directional penetration depths.  

The last two steps are performed using image-space techniques with the aid of 
graphics hardware, achieving fast collision detection results at haptic update rates. 
Our method shares the two-step approach of others used for rigid bodies [13] or rigid 
bodies with a deformable surface layer [8]. But unlike these methods, our collision 
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query algorithm also performs hierarchical pruning to eliminate large portions of the 
objects from collision queries, by exploiting the skeletal nature of the models. The 
worst-case cost of our collision detection is O(n) for a pair of tested objects with n 
surface nodes; the actual cost depends on the size of the contact area.  

 
 

  

Fig. 4. Different collision scenarios with contact 
response on the human skin model. The contact 
areas are associated with the low-resolution de-
tected areas in Figure 5. 

Fig. 5. Collision pruning. Only the 
area around the bone proxies colored 
in red are considered for high-
resolution collision detection. 

Our accelerated proximity query algorithm starts by performing object-space colli-
sion detection between low-resolution polygonal proxies. In a pre-process, we first 
perform an approximate convex decomposition of the input models, creating a set of 
coarse, convex proxies with a few tens of vertices each, as shown in Figure 3. The 
union of all proxies represents an approximate bounding volume of the model, where 
each deformable skin vertex is associated with at least one proxy. At runtime we use 
the maximum skin displacement of all vertices to compute a conservative bound of 
the proxy. We identify potentially intersecting surface patches and a penetration di-
rection for each contact region, using a fast collision detection algorithm for convex 
objects [7].   

We then refine the query result by considering a localized height-field representa-
tion of the deformable geometry parameterized on a 2D domain. We have developed 
an image-space algorithm for computing directional penetration depth between de-
formable models that is well suited for parallel implementation on GPUs that achieves 
fast computation at haptic update rates. We assume that, within regions of contact, the 
surfaces can be described as height fields. The directional penetration depth can then 
be defined as the height field difference between the intersecting patches, in the local 
direction of penetration [13].  Given a contact region between two skin surface 
patches, we identify a contact plane D as the plane passing between the contact points 
and oriented according to the contact normal n. In a first pass we rasterize the high-
resolution surface geometry using an orthogonal projection P aligned with the normal 
n of contact plane D and use a simple fragment program to write out depth to the 
frame buffer. In the next pass, we subtract the depth, which yields positive values 
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where the patches intersect in the image plane. The resulting localized penetration 
depth field is stored in the graphics hardware texture memory. 

Finally, we check for high-resolution skin surface collisions and collect colliding 
skin vertices, again with the aid of graphics hardware. For each vertex of the skin 
mesh, we use the projection matrix associated with P to determine its position in the 
image plane and read back its penetration depth value from GPU texture memory to 
the CPU. Note that in practice this last step is performed in a forward algorithm using 
a fragment program on the GPU, because reading back individual values to the CPU 
is potentially very slow. Moreover, in this way we exploit the parallelism in the GPU 
hardware to do the projection transforms. The end result of this final stage is a list of 
colliding skin vertices, along with their local directional penetration depths, as shown 
in Figure 4. The penetration depths can then be used for haptic rendering of net  
reaction forces and torques using a penalty-based approach, which we will briefly 
describe next. 

5   Penalty-Based Collision Response 

The collision query returns the contact normal and penetration depth for each collid-
ing point while preserving the original high-frequency geometry. As a result, penalty-
based collision response forces can be computed on a per point basis. We compute the 
reaction forces based on a force-displacement relationship between the surface points 
s1, s2 and the penetration depth . A spring of zero rest length is attached between s1, 
s2 which results in the force Fp = -k , where k is the stiffness of the spring. The sta-
bility problems introduced by stiff springs can be countered by adding a damping 
term, which gives Fp = -(k  + d ’). Here d is the damping constant and ’ is the 
relative velocity in the direction of contact normal.  Once given the penetration depth, 
to compute the force feedback is very fast and takes little time to display the resulting 
forces and torques to the user.  

6   Results 

We have tested our novel haptic rendering algorithm on deformable models of high 
complexity (consisting of many tens of thousands of surface elements) with rich  
surface deformation. The low-resolution proxies are simplified down to a few hun-
dred of triangles, which is roughly the size that can be handled by existing collision 
detection techniques [14]. In the case of the head model in Fig. 6, which has 44,000 
deformable vertices, we were able to obtain per-vertex penetration depth information 
within 2 msec for touching one and within 6 msec for two of them in contact. The 
gear model in Fig. 7 has 29,000 vertices each and takes about 3 msec for two gears in 
contact to compute the penetration depth between them.  The pumpkin model (Fig. 8) 
consists of 30,000 vertices each and also takes roughly 3 msec to perform the prox-
imity queries between two such models in contact. These timings include the transfer 
of the contact information to the deformation domain, where it is directly available for 
dynamics computation. 
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Fig. 6. Models used for benchmarking collision detection performance. Shown are a head 
model, a pumpkin model and a deformable gear with respectively 44K, 30K and 29K vertices. 

Using our scalable and output-sensitive collision detection algorithm, we compute 
object penetration depth that captures the original high-frequency geometry, and we 
then display dynamic effects due to surface deformation that would otherwise be 
missed, such as the deformation on the bottom of the pumpkins and the dynamic rolling 
behavior of the gears due to the deformation of its teeth. 

In Fig. 1, we show a scene where the user uses a haptic device, PHANTOM 1.5, to 
push a human body model with high-resolution features on its surfaces. This model 
consists of 3563 vertices and 10,340 tetrahedral elements (see Fig. 2, 4, and 5). Figure 7 
shows two more screenshots of the user touching the model's upper leg and its 
arm/shoulder respectively. The proximity queries for haptic rendering take less than 2 
msec on this model. All contacts on the surface have global effect on the entire deform-
able layer, they are processed simultaneously and robustly. Without any precomputation  

 

 

Fig. 7. The haptic tool (the green sphere) is in continuous contact with the human skin. Our 
algorithm computes skin deformation and force feedback to the user at interactive rates. 
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of dynamics or significant storage requirement, we were able to haptically render the 
human model and other benchmarks shown in this paper at interactive rates, on a 3.2 
GHz Pentium 4 PC with NVidia GeForce 7800. 

Our approach is considerably faster than other methods that enable large time steps, 
such as those that focus on the surface deformation [1] and corotational methods that 
compute deformations within the entire volume [12], with more stable collision re-
sponse. Our approach can also handle many more contact points than novel quasi-rigid 
dynamics algorithms using LCP [16], while producing richer deformations for haptic 
rendering. 

7   Conclusion and Future Work 

We have presented an interactive 6-DoF haptic rendering algorithm for deformable 
bodies with high-resolution surface geometry and large contact regions.  We have 
overcome the computational challenges of this problem by adapting a novel layered 
representation of deformable models where physically based deformation and haptic 
force feedback are computed in a multi-level algorithm. Based on this representation, 
we have also presented efficient collision detection which enables fast contact re-
sponse for haptic manipulation of deformable models. 

The use of a layered representation obviously poses some limitations on the type 
of deformations that can be modeled, but they are well suited for many real-world 
models, such as human bodies and soft objects that deform up to 30-40% of its  
radius. Our representation can be extended to articulated, flexible bodies that un-
dergo skeletal deformations, by augmenting the generalized coordinate set of the 
core representation to include multi-body systems. 

We plan to apply our algorithm and representation to the simulation of virtual 
human with skeletal control and plausible collision avoidance.  Further optimizations 
of the algorithm and the steady growth of parallel processors offer possibilities  
for interactive, detailed physically-based haptic rendering of skin deformations in 
surgical simulator. 
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